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BEHIND THE BRAND
Based in Australia, LUMIRA was founded in 2013 by creative director Almira Armstrong, to 
bring a bold and unique approach to fragrance creation. This niche fragrance company 
continues to expand, with a sought-after collection of wearable perfumes, and other scented 
delights still to come. All LUMIRA products are proudly made in Australia using the finest luxury 
ingredients. Whether for the home or the self, these are artisanal scents for the sophisticated 
fragrance aficionado.

Each of their scents can be directly traced to a specific destination: a bustling urban 
environment, a far-flung village in the countryside, a luxurious island resort. They distil not only 
the olfactory cues of each locale, but also its ambience; the lasting impression it leaves on a 
visitor. In turn, these fragrances evoke a specific feeling – some uplifting, others soothing – in 
their new environment. Those who welcome LUMIRA into their world find it acts as a perfumed 

portal to other corners of the globe. This is the magic and luxury of a hand-crafted scent.

A dance between dignified oud and powdery rose, this candle 
perfectly captures the enigmatic charm and opulence of the 
Middle East. As the smokiness of its first impression parts, it 
reveals the fresh and clean rose, creating a clear floral core 
that’s made deeper with sandalwood and patchouli. But it’s the 
namesake oud, a rare ingredient with a rich and resinous scent, 
that leaves a lingering imprint on the sophisticated mind. 
Light this candle to bring warmth to a cold and rainy evening.

ARABIAN
OUD 

$80

 Stirring notes of cardamom and clove bud provide a vibrant 

opening moment, further sharpened with the tang of tangerine. 

It mellows into the rich nuance of tobacco enhanced with 

polished mahogany, a pairing that’s reminiscent of traditional 

tabaquerías, while earthy patchouli and musk evoke the 

enigmatic side of the city. Light this candle to create a 
sophisticated and intimate 
atmosphere.

CUBAN

TOBACCO
$80

Tall and slender, the cypress that line the streets of Provence 

have for centuries been elegant signposts for weary travellers. 

This sense of warmth and welcoming is palpable in Cypres de 

Provence, with its comforting woody notes laid over an elegant 

bed of caramelised vanilla and tonka bean. A hint of orange 

blossom wafts above, as though caught by the region’s wild 

Mistral winds. 

Light this candle to bring warmth to a cold and rainy evening.

CYPRÈS  
DE PROVENCE

$80

This scent harnesses the renowned aphrodisiac properties of the 
golden ylang ylang flower, traditionally used to adorn the hair 
of Indonesian brides. Its narcotic effect is emboldened by 
jasmine sambac  and black orchid, and crowned with a 
delicate aromatic spice. The vivid smokiness of incense, 
coupled with the rich earthiness of velvety sandalwood and 
patchouli, make this fragrance truly intoxicating. 
Light this candle to create an atmosphere of romance and 
relaxation.

BALINESE  
YLANG YLANG $80

ATELIERLUMIRA.COM

 300g / 
10.6 oz

 300g / 
10.6 oz

 300g / 
10.6 oz

300g / 
10.6 oz
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The damascene rose is equal parts life and legend in Persia, 
where the air is scented with rose water.  This candle is a 
fitting homage to that most romantic of all flowers, its 
exuberance made more sparkling by a hint of bergamot 
and mandarin before ushering in a powdery base of dark 
amber, soft musk and patchouli.
Light this candle to create a comforting and relaxing 
sanctuary.

PERSIAN 
ROSE 

SICILIAN 
CITRUS 

This sparkling tribute to the Mediterranean draws its 

inspiration from the arid land and lush coastlines of Sicily. 

The sweetness of the orange blossom is intoxicating, its 

honeyed scent wrapped in the opulence of tuberose and 

jasmine. The addition of zesty tangerine pierces the 

blossoms, bringing a sharper edge to enliven the mind and 

the body. 

Light this candle to invigorate early mornings and workday 
afternoons.

At its centre is the vibrant inner-city neighbourhood of Surry 
Hills, a hotbed of artists’ studios, fashion houses and 
colourful personalities. No. 352 pays homage to this 
creativity, with a spicy accord making a compelling first 
impression. The rich notes of French leather mingle with 
resinous labdanum and the elegance of dark amber to 
create a warm and sensual fragrance.
Light this candle in the evening to evoke a sense of intimacy 
and sophistication.

NO. 352 - 
LEATHER & CEDAR

This fragrant interpretation of the iconic Italian 

countryside captures the milky-sweet scent of the fig’s 

luscious fruit, contrasted with the fresh green of its 

leaves and an aromatic sprinkling of blackcurrant. 

Sensual patchouli and musk  ground the lush 

sweetness of the fruit with an earthy base. 
Light this candle to brighten and bring warmth to any space.

TUSCAN 
FIG 

Distillery Botanica Gin and luxury lifestyle brand LUMIRA 

combine their love of botanicals and the finest ingredients by 

crafting a gin scented candle, Tonic of Gin. Creating an 

enriching, sensory experience, the candle reflects the aroma  

of the award winning floral gin.

Light this candle to brighten and uplift any space.

TONIC  
OF GIN

With the creamy-sweetness of coconut, this  enticing scent 

evokes the year-round sunshine of tropical  Tahiti. The lushness 

of the fruit is enhanced by the opulence of the night-blooming 

jasmine and frangipani that adorn this island paradise. A base 

of vanilla and white musk makes this gourmand fragrance all 

the more delectable, while contributing warmth and sensuality.

Light this candle to invite the sunshine of French Polynesia into 
any space.

TAHITIAN 
COCONUT

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz
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Channelling springtime in San Remo, La Primavera  

boasts a gorgeous bouquet of jasmine, rose leaf, lily 

and patchouli supported by a powdery cashmere 

musk, creating a romantic tribute to Italy’s ‘City of 

Flowers’ and an alluring fragrance for all occasions. 

Light this candle to create a calm and uplifting mood.

L A  
PRIMAVERA

The opening citrus and aromatic notes are as bracing as 
a brisk ocean spray off the azure waters of the 
Mediterranean. A breeze blows over the orange groves 
of Positano, introducing the sharp tang of mandarin and 
bergamot. As the initial crescendo falls away,  a languid 
stretch of lavender and musk follows like a mellow and 
sun-soaked afternoon. 
Light this candle to bring vibrancy and warmth to a room.

PARADISO 
DEL SOLE

 From the unblinking stillness, a shard of scent escapes: a 
wisp of smoke, a cleansing clutch of aromatic herbs. 
Slowly, they coil themselves into a cicada-chorus of 
fragrance – delicate, harmonious and completely in tune 
with the earth. The faintest breeze rustles through the 
underbrush, a billy of tea hums on the campfire and, for 
just a moment, time stands still.
Light this candle to create a calm and grounding 
atmosphere in any room.

TERRA 
AUSTRALIS

The Arabian Oud Interior Scent by LUMIRA is an easy to 

use spray, ideal for daily use within any space. A dance 

between dignified oud and powdery rose, this fragrance 

perfectly captures the enigmatic charm and opulence of 

the Middle East. As the smokiness of its first impression 

parts, it reveals the fresh and clean rose, creating a clear 

floral core that’s made deeper with sandalwood and 

patchouli.

ARABIAN OUD 
ROOM SPRAY

$85
100ml/
3.4 fl.oz

A bewitching siren song, this fragrance beckons from 
Italy’s  Amalfi Coast. The opening citrus and aromatic 
notes are as bracing as a brisk ocean spray off the 
azure waters of the Mediterranean. A breeze blows 
over the orange groves of Positano, introducing the 
sharp tang of mandarin and bergamot. As the initial 
crescendo falls away, a languid stretch of lavender and 
musk follows like a mellow and sun-soaked afternoon. 

PARADISO 

DEL SOLE 
ROOM SPRAY

Housed in its striking glass sphere, SPHERA proposes a 
deliberate ritual that allows the scent to release over 
time. Luxury smoky black, hand-blown glass that is itself 
a stunning objet. Lava, a natural, sustainably sourced 
material that holds and diffuses the scent. Arabian Oud 
Essenza, the scent itself. Our premium, sustainably 
sourced fragrance oils use only the finest ingredients. 

$220ARABIAN OUD 

SPHERA

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$80

 300g / 
10.6 oz

$85
100ml/
3.4 fl.oz
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The Sphera ritual invites a series of quiet moments to 

celebrate the unfolding fragrance. Arrange the lava 

inside the sphera and add 8-10 drops of your chosen 

LUMIRA essenza directly to the lava. 

As you inhale the scent, take the opportunity to 

explore its complexity; over time, you may begin to 

detect and appreciate the individual notes of its 

composition.

CUBAN 
TOBACCO 

SPHERA

A dance between dignified oud and powdery rose, this 
luxurious oil perfectly captures the enigmatic charm and 
opulence of the Middle East. Citrus top notes make way 
for a fresh and powdery rose, creating a clear floral core 
that’s deepened with sandalwood and patchouli. But it’s 
the eponymous oud – its scent rich and resinous, and 
surprisingly sweet – that leaves a lingering imprint on the 
skin.

ARABIAN 
OUD 

PERFUME OIL

With its gentlemen drawing on cigars and colourfully-

clad ladies, the faded glamour of Old Havana is the 

unmistakable starting point for this sphinxlike scent. 

Stirring notes of cardamom and clove bud provide a 

vibrant opening moment, further sharpened with the tang 

of tangerine. As the scent mellows into the skin, the rich 

nuance of tobacco gives way  to earthy patchouli and 

musk, evoking the enigmatic side of this old-world city. 

CUBAN 
TOBACCO

PERFUME OIL

The damascene rose is equal parts life and legend in 
Persia, where the air is scented with rose water and the 
14th century poet Hafez once asked: “How did the rose 
ever open its heart and give to this world all of its beauty?” 
This divinely perfumed oil is a fitting homage to that most 
romantic of all flowers,  with its distinctly clean and fresh 
scent impressing itself upon the skin and made richer with a 
base of dark amber, soft musk and patchouli. 

This fragrant interpretation of the iconic Italian 
countryside captures the milky scent of the fig’s luscious 
fruit, contrasted with the fresh green of its leaves and an 
aromatic sprinkling of blackcurrant. The velvety-smooth 
sweetness of the vineripened fig is grounded with an 
earthy base of sensual patchouli and musk.
This perfume oil comes to life on the skin, transforming 
into an earthy and sweet.

Scratch the surface of Sydney’s sunny façade and 
discover an altogether edgier aesthetic. At its centre is 
the vibrant inner-city neighbourhood of Surry Hills, a 
hotbed of artists’ studios, fashion houses and colourful 
personalities. No. 352 pays homage to this creativity, 
with a spicy accord making a compelling first 
impression. The rich notes of French leather mingle with 
resinous labdanum and the elegance of dark amber to 
create a warm and sensual fragrance. 

NO. 352 
LEATHER & CEDAR

 OUD 
PERFUME OIL

$220

$60
10ml/
0.3 fl. oz

$60
10ml/
0.3 fl. oz

$60
10ml/
0.3 fl. oz

$60
10ml/
0.3 fl. oz

$60
10ml/
0.3 fl. oz

PERSIAN 
ROSE

PERFUME OIL

TUSCAN 
FIG 

PERFUME OIL
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An ode to sensuality and romance, this scent 
harnesses the renowned aphrodisiac properties of 
the golden ylang ylang flower, traditionally used to 
adorn the hair of Indonesian brides. Its narcotic effect 
is emboldened by jasmine sambac and black orchid, 
and crowned with a delicate aromatic spice. The 
vivid smokiness of incense, coupled with the rich 
earthiness of velvety sandalwood and patchouli, 
make this fragrance truly intoxicating. 

BALINESE 
YLANG YLANG

PERFUME OIL 

A dance between dignified oud and powdery rose, this 
luxurious oil perfectly captures the enigmatic charm and 
opulence of the Middle East. Citrus top notes make way 
for a fresh and powdery rose, creating a clear floral core 
that’s deepened with sandalwood and patchouli. But it’s 
the eponymous oud – its scent rich and resinous, and 
surprisingly sweet – that leaves a lingering imprint on the 
skin.

ARABIAN 
OUD 
PARFUM

With its gentlemen drawing on cigars and colourfully-

clad ladies, the faded glamour of Old Havana is the 

unmistakable starting point for this sphinxlike scent. 

Stirring notes of cardamom and clove bud provide a 

vibrant opening moment, further sharpened with the tang 

of tangerine. As the scent mellows into the skin, the rich 

nuance of tobacco gives way  to earthy patchouli and 

musk, evoking the enigmatic side of this old-world city. 

CUBAN 
TOBACCO

PARFUM

Channeling springtime in San Remo, La Primavera boasts 
a gorgeous bouquet of jasmine, rose leaf, lily and 
patchouli supported by a powdery cashmere musk, 
creating a romantic tribute to Italy’s ‘City of Flowers’ and 
an alluring fragrance for all occasions.

Vibrant and bright, this parfum evokes a Summer paradise.

The sun’s first rays ascend over the majestic Atlas 
Mountains, illuminating the desert below and igniting a 
rich and spicy scent. The new dawn hangs heavy with 
promise, a moment forever captured in the aromatic 
bouquet of lemongrass, basil and lime zest that provides 
the opening refrain for this parfum. As it settles, the 
warmth of oud, cedar and musk begin to percolate, 
lending a quiet composure and an air of mystery.

The night sky in Marrakech stretches into a blackness 
that’s studded with stars, its vast expanse truly awe-
inspiring. This sense of the sublime reverberates in this 
heady and exotic parfum, made luxurious with notes of 
oud, patchouli and sandalwood. The rich earthiness of 
saffron, spices and mossy notes have a grounding 
effect, synthesising the warm air rising from the desert 
sands and the ancient souks that line this labyrinthine 
city. 

DESERT 
NIGHTS
PARFUM

$135
50ml/
1.7 fl. oz

$135
50ml/
1.7 fl. oz

$135
50ml/
1.7 fl. oz

$135
50ml/
1.7 fl. oz

$135
50ml/
1.7 fl. oz

LA 
PRIMAVERA

PARFUM

SOLEIL  
DU MAROC

PARFUM

$60
10ml/
0.3 fl. oz
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The first zest of citrus hangs in midair, like the billowing 
sail of a dhow boat winding its way along the coast of 
Zanzibar. Then begins a slow meandering through the 
island’s labyrinthine alleyways. There are spices of 
course, a generous accord of the spellbinding scents 
that have drawn seafaring adventurers to these shores 
for centuries. And finally there is the stillness of trees, a 
rustle of woody notes grounded with amber, moss and 
musk.

BOIS 
D’ÉPICES
PARFUM

The perfect accessory to display your LUMIRA candles 

and add understated style to your home. This luxurious 

glass dome is paired with a black wooden base and 

will not only protect your candles fragrance, but act as 

a statement piece in your space.

LUMIRA  
GLASS DOME

Create a lasting impression with your candle by using 

the LUMIRA wick trimmer.To ensure a clean burn, this 

accessory trims your wick to exactly 5mm and 

willprevent it from becoming too long and/or 

mushrooming. Clean your wick trimmer with warm 

soapy water and dry well. 

LUMIRA  
WICK 

TRIMMER

Add a sense of luxury to your home with 

LUMIRA’s candle snuffer. The ultimate 

accessory for extinguishing the flame on your 

favourite LUMIRA candle.

The LUMIRA Candle Lid is made to fit our 

glass scented candles and helps preserve the 

candle’s fragrance. It also acts as the perfect 

coaster to protect your candles surface.

A rich, heady fragrance of bergamot, ylang ylang, 
jasmine, patchouli and sandalwood; an ode to 
sensuality and romance, transporting you to the 
Balinese island paradise. Sustainably sourced fine 
fragrance oils and a nourishing, gentle wash formula 
for your skin, presented in a luxurious refillable glass 
bottle. This hand wash cleanses, protects and soothes 
the hands, leaving them lightly fragranced.

BALINESE 
YLANG YLANG 

HAND WASH 

$150

$35

$40

$30

$45
200ml/
6.8 fl. oz

LUMIRA  
CANDLE 
SNUFFER

LUMIRA  
CANDLE LID

$135
50ml/
1.7 fl. oz
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A light, sophisticated fragrance of vibrant mandarin, 
thyme, orange blossom and lavender; inspired by the 
iconic Italian Amalfi Coast. Sustainably sourced fine 
fragrance oils and a nourishing, gentle wash formula 
for your skin, presented in a luxurious refillable glass 
bottle. This hand wash cleanses, protects and soothes 
the hands, leaving them lightly fragranced.

BALINESE 
YLANG YLANG 

HAND WASH 
REFILL 

A clean, fresh fragrance of sparkling mandarin, 

bergamot, rose, patchouli and dark amber; paying 

homage to the most romantic of all flowers.  

Sustainably sourced fine fragrance oils and a 

nourishing, gentle wash formula for your skin, 

presented in a luxurious refillable glass bottle. This 

hand wash cleanses, protects and soothes the hands, 

leaving them lightly fragranced.

PARADISO 
DEL SOLE 

HAND WASH

This anti-bacterial hand wash cleanses, protects and 

soothes the hands, leaving skin feeling soft and lightly 

fragranced. Sustainably sourced fine fragrance oils 

and a nourishing, gentle wash formula for your skin. 

Easily refill your LUMIRA Hand Wash with this 

recyclable spout pouch. 

PARADISO
 DEL SOLE

 HAND WASH 
REFILL 

This anti-bacterial hand wash cleanses, protects and 

soothes the hands, leaving skin feeling soft and lightly 

fragranced. Sustainably sourced fine fragrance oils and 

a nourishing, gentle wash formula for your skin. Easily 

refill your LUMIRA Hand Wash with this recyclable 

spout pouch. 

This anti-bacterial hand wash cleanses, protects 

and soothes the hands, leaving skin feeling soft 

and lightly fragranced. Sustainably sourced fine 

fragrance oils and a nourishing, gentle wash 

formula for your skin. Easily refill your LUMIRA 

Hand Wash with this recyclable spout pouch. 

PERSIAN ROSE 
HAND WASH

PERSIAN ROSE 
HAND WASH

 REFILL

$45
200ml/
6.8 fl. oz

$45
200ml/
6.8 fl. oz

$40
200ml/
6.8 fl. oz

$40
200ml/
6.8 fl. oz

$40
200ml/
6.8 fl. oz
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